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Background
To promote clinical application of the Schedules for Clinical Assessment in Neuropsychiatry (SCAN) system a shorter version (the mini-SCAN) was devised. Its psychometric properties were unknown.

Aims
To establish the validity and practical properties of the mini-SCAN.

Method
One hundred and six participants were interviewed twice, once with the SCAN and once with the mini-SCAN. The level of agreement was established for the categories: no disorder, affective disorders, anxiety disorders, non-affective psychotic disorders, affective psychotic disorders.

Results
The mini-SCAN is a valid instrument. Most kappa values were around 0.90. Only for the class of affective psychotic disorders was the agreement moderate. Mean duration of the mini-SCAN interviews was 25 min shorter than the SCAN interviews. Participants and interviewers were generally satisfied with the interview format and questions.

Conclusions
The mini-SCAN can be used as a diagnostic instrument for clinical purposes and for clinical studies when the present episode is the focus of attention.
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Psychiatric disorders contribute heavily to the global burden of disease. However, their detection and standardised treatment falls behind, compared with the major somatic disorders. The standard application of (structured and semi-structured) psychiatric interviews might help to improve the quality of psychiatric diagnosis in clinical practice and consequently improve allocation to effective treatment. Despite the possible benefit of interviews, their application in patient care is, however, the exception rather than the rule. This is partly due to their design, user interface and length.

The Schedules for Clinical Assessment in Neuropsychiatry (SCAN) is a semi-structured psychiatric interview that has a long tradition in psychiatric research. Unlike the Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI) and the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM (SCID), the SCAN has retained its roots in Anglo-Saxon psychiatry and the phenomenological tradition, which emphasises the personal experience described by the individual. The SCAN, and its predecessor, the Present State Examination (PSE), has been one of the diagnostic touchstones for several decades. Its psychometric properties have been investigated in several studies. The SCAN has also been used as a standard against which to contrast the validity of other instruments. The technique of cross-examination has become a standard in clinical practice and the SCAN’s definitions of symptoms are quoted in many textbooks of psychiatry. The cross-examination technique entails in-depth exploration of the symptoms in terms of severity, frequency and interference (often with the use of free-form questions), until the interviewer is satisfied that the criteria for the symptom are met (or not). Thus, unlike in interviews such as the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI) or CIDI, a yes or no answer given by the individual is only the beginning of further probing for severity, persistence and interference.

In spite of its strengths, the SCAN is not routinely used in clinical practice. However, to date, such a routinely applicable, practical version of the SCAN has not been available.

In the MINI the clinical approach of probing and exploring of symptoms was largely lost, however. Sheehan and Lecrubier have shown that the MINI resulted in sufficiently congruent diagnostic information when compared with the CIDI and SCID, while reducing the length of the interview by approximately 50%. We therefore hypothesised that parallel to the MINI, a shortened version of the SCAN based on largely similar algorithms might also result in substantial time gain without loss of diagnostic precision.

Thus the mini-SCAN was developed as a more practical and shorter version of the SCAN, retaining its principle of cross-examination. It was developed under the auspices of the World Health Organization Advisory Committee. The aim of the current study was to establish the validity of the mini-SCAN, with the SCAN as the criterion. Practical properties such as patient acceptance and duration of administration were also studied.

Method

Instruments
Both the SCAN and the mini-SCAN are intended for clinicians. They are interviewer based and involve clinical judgement. The interviewer has to make sure that sufficient information is gathered through cross-examination before the rating is given and should probe further using his or her own questions when needed. This type of interview is called semi-structured.

SCAN
The SCAN is the successor of the PSE. The core of the SCAN is PSE–10, consisting of an interview and a glossary with definitions of symptoms. The interested reader is referred to Wing et al (1990) for further details. We used the computer-assisted version of the...
SCAN 2.1 (I-shell 1.0.4.6) in the present study. There is also a paper and pencil version of the SCAN.

Training is typically 4–5 days, with two mornings of lectures and 3 to 4 days spent on live interviews.

Mini-SCAN

The mini-SCAN covers a wide range of Axis I disorders (Appendix). The first version (called ‘Present State Examination for clinical use’) was developed by Dr Bertelsen of the Danish Training and Reference Center (TRC) in Aarhus. It was published in a pocket-sized booklet, containing an abridged version of the symptom questions on the right-hand page and the definitions of symptoms on the left-hand page. Its aim was to provide a training tool for registrars and interns and it only contained the queries and definitions of symptoms. It offered no classification items such as questions about the duration of symptoms, interference with functioning or information about the course. There are Danish, English and Dutch versions available of this booklet. The Danish version has been introduced extensively and clinically used.

This first version was expanded and computerised by the first author (F.J.N., who heads the Dutch TRC in Groningen) and named mini-SCAN. There were several aims in the development and computerisation of this instrument. First, symptom and classification items were made compatible with current classification systems. Such items included screening questions, questions about the duration of symptoms and interference with functioning. Furthermore, sophisticated algorithms (diagnostic rules) were developed, which will be described in detail below. The overall idea behind the computer-assisted version was to make a user-friendly clinical interview based on the SCAN, producing a diagnosis and a clinically useful report after administration. There is no paper and pencil version of the mini-SCAN.

Training took 1 day, comprising a lecture on symptoms and interview techniques, a pre-recorded demonstration of the interview and hands-on training by means of live interviews.

Software and algorithms

The mini-SCAN software (computerised interview) is the next stage of I-shell, the software written by the World Health Organization (WHO). This software (made by members of the Advisory Committee of the WHO) is an interview shell, containing the whole SCAN text. It has a passive database. The interviewer must administer it as if it were the paper version, meaning that the choice of sections and items to be administered is completely left to the user. Items or sections can be skipped at the user’s discretion. The user is not prompted for missing information. At the end of the interview diagnostic algorithms can be run, resulting in a diagnosis (if any).

The mini-SCAN is entirely web-based and can therefore be used on any computer that has access to the internet. It has ‘active’ software. Positively rated screening questions (one for each section) activate the corresponding sections (e.g. depressive symptoms), where the individual symptom questions follow. One symptom screen will show the question and the definition of the symptom below it. The rating options for symptoms are: ‘0’ (absent or subsymptom level), ‘1’ (symptom level) and ? (cannot rate/rating deferred). Sections have dynamic skips, thus avoiding superfluous questions. The program does not allow the user to leave a section without completing it. If all core symptoms (which are the first in the section) are rated absent, the user has the choice either to move to the next section or to complete the present one. The reason to change the ‘passive’ approach was that in our experience of using the SCAN sometimes a diagnosis was not given because of missing information, often just one or a few items. This is no longer possible in the mini-SCAN.

After the symptoms have been rated, the program enters a decision phase, comparable to making a differential diagnosis. In this phase ‘prompts’ are presented to the user, usually history questions, clinical judgement or questions about interference with functioning. The prompts are dependent on the combination of positively rated symptoms and are decisive for the final diagnosis. If for example the criteria for a depressive episode are met, the program presents prompts about prior episodes of depression, mania or mixed episodes. It then produces the diagnosis. In the above case this can be DSM–IV[21] major depression (single episode or recurrent) or bipolar disorder, depending on the answers to the prompts. In this prompt phase, symptoms of all sections are considered, much as happens in the clinical diagnostic process. This prompt mechanism makes it possible to handle complex clinical cases with a wide variety of symptoms.

The algorithms produce the DSM–IV diagnoses. The results are shown on the screen in a report, showing the personal data of the individual and interviewer, diagnosis, prompts and the rated items of the administered sections. Also the observed behaviour is presented in the report. This report makes the diagnostic process more transparent.

The raw data can be exported to statistical programs for further analyses. Although the algorithms were developed from scratch, they followed the structure of those made for SCAN 2.1. Both are based on the DSM–IV criteria. For the SCAN 2.1, ICD–10 algorithms are also available.

Design

All consenting participants were interviewed twice within a week with a minimum of a 2-day interval. The instruments were administered in counterbalanced order. Individuals were not made aware of the outcome by the interviewer. After completion of both interviews the diagnosis (if any) was communicated with the attending psychiatrist or resident, who could discuss the outcome with the participant.

Sample

Seventy-six participants were recruited from the Groningen University Medical Centre (UMCG). The University Centre for Psychiatry has in-patient units for emotional (anxiety and affective) disorders, psychotic disorders and several out-patient clinics (bipolar, first psychosis, general out-patient clinic). Another 33 participants were recruited from a community mental health centre in the south of the country (GGZ midden-Brabant).

Participants were in episode when interviewed. Most of them had recently been admitted or enrolled for treatment. Respondents were asked to participate at the discretion of the nursing staff or doctors. It was pointed out that the results would be used for the benefit of their treatment and that non-participation was without consequence. The only prerequisite for participation was that the person had to be able to understand and answer the questions. Of the 109 people we approached, 106 (97%) consented to being interviewed for the validity study. The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the UMCG.

The interview

The interviewers had no knowledge of the participant prior to the interview. In the introductory part of the interview the participant could talk about their symptoms and reasons for treatment. Subsequently the interviewer would ask the screening questions of either the SCAN or mini-SCAN and administer the corresponding symptom sections.
With both instruments the whole episode was covered, which could range from several weeks to months. An episode was defined as a period with clinically significant symptoms, i.e. symptoms with a certain persistence and severity, causing distress or interference with functioning. This is known as the present episode within the SCAN system.

Interviews were administered by very experienced and well-trained clinical psychologists (2) and training psychiatrists (6), each completing between 8 and 25 interviews.

**Statistical analysis**

All analyses were performed with SPSS 15.0 and AGREE 6 for Windows. The unweighted Cohen’s kappa for the assignment of participants to diagnostic classes (i.e. no disorder, affective disorder, affective psychosis, non-affective psychosis, anxiety disorder) was the outcome measure for all analyses. We used Landis & Koch’s division into classes of agreement: 0.0–0.20, slight; 0.21–0.40, fair; 0.41–0.60, moderate; 0.61–0.80, substantial; 0.81–1.00, almost perfect agreement.

In order to provide a more detailed description of the performance of the mini-SCAN, we calculated its sensitivity, specificity and positive and negative predictive value using the SCAN as gold standard. Sensitivity is the ability to make a true diagnosis, in this case the SCAN diagnosis. Specificity is the measure for identifying a true non-case (a non-case according to the SCAN). Positive predictive value reflects the percentage of mini-SCAN cases which are true (SCAN) cases. Negative predictive value is the percentage of mini-SCAN non-cases which are true (SCAN) non-cases. Efficiency is the measure that expresses the sum total of correct classification of true (SCAN) cases and true (SCAN) non-cases in that class. These parameters are all calculated with a 95% confidence interval.

**Results**

Table 1 shows the prevalence of the five diagnostic classes assigned by the SCAN and the mini-SCAN. The prevalence rates were highly comparable and showed a wide distribution over the different classes. The assessment with the SCAN and the mini-SCAN resulted in the same diagnostic class for 91 out of 106 participants (86%). The Cohen’s kappa for concurrent validity of the mini-SCAN was 0.802 (s.e. = 0.045), indicating substantial agreement.

Table 2 shows the sensitivity, specificity and efficiency of the mini-SCAN. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value and efficiency were all very good for most diagnostic classes. Only the sensitivity and positive predictive value of affective psychoses were lower.

The duration of the interview was timed by the interviewer for 68 of the participants. For the SCAN, the mean duration was 73 min (minimum 30, maximum 140). For the mini-SCAN, the mean duration was about a third shorter, namely 48 min (minimum 15, maximum 90). At the end of each interview the participants were asked to rate how pleasant or unpleasant the interview was. With respect to the SCAN, 77% rated the interview as pleasant or very pleasant; for the mini-SCAN this percentage was 79%.

**Psychometry of the mini-SCAN**

This study investigated the psychometric properties of the mini-SCAN. These properties are sufficient to have confidence in this offshoot of the SCAN.

With the mini-SCAN it is possible to make a valid psychiatric diagnosis, when compared with the SCAN as the criterion. Concurrent validity, reliability, sensitivity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value are all in the excellent range. This means that the mini-SCAN will identify most of the true (SCAN) cases correctly and that the risk of including false positives is relatively low. The only exception is psychotic depression, for which the agreement was somewhat lower. The interviewers discussed the possible source of the lower reliability for psychotic depression. There was disagreement about symptoms such as the individual’s conviction of being worthless. Some interviewers felt this was no more than a severe form of a depressive symptom, whereas others deemed it a psychotic phenomenon. This is a general problem in clinical practice and not limited to the SCAN or mini-SCAN.

**Practical properties**

The instrument was judged as being user friendly by all users. Those who know the SCAN I-shell interview as well found the software of the mini-SCAN easier and less prone to leading to omissions. The interview was acceptable to virtually all respondents as well. There were no mentions of the mini-SCAN being unpleasant or too long. The duration is significantly shorter than that of the SCAN, without loss of validity. This is an important gain, if the interview is to be applied regularly in clinical settings. However, it takes between 15 and 90 min, with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnostic class</th>
<th>SCAN</th>
<th>mini-SCAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No disorder</td>
<td>15 (14)</td>
<td>15 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective disorder</td>
<td>30 (28)</td>
<td>32 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective psychosis</td>
<td>12 (11)</td>
<td>11 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety disorder</td>
<td>34 (32)</td>
<td>33 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-affective psychosis</td>
<td>15 (14)</td>
<td>15 (14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV) and efficiency for the mini-SCAN (mini- Schedules for Clinical Assessment in Neuropsychiatry) per diagnostic class using the SCAN as gold standard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnostic class</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>PPV</th>
<th>NPV</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(95% CI)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No disorder</td>
<td>0.80 (0.52–0.96)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.91–0.99)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.52–0.96)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.91–0.99)</td>
<td>0.94 (0.94-0.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective disorder</td>
<td>0.87 (0.70–0.96)</td>
<td>0.92 (0.84–0.97)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.64–0.93)</td>
<td>0.96 (0.87–0.99)</td>
<td>0.90 (0.83-0.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective psychosis</td>
<td>0.67 (0.35–0.90)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.91–0.99)</td>
<td>0.73 (0.39–0.94)</td>
<td>0.96 (0.90–0.99)</td>
<td>0.93 (0.87-0.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety disorder</td>
<td>0.94 (0.80–0.99)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.93–0.99)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.84–0.99)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.90–0.99)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.92-0.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-affective psychosis</td>
<td>0.80 (0.52–0.93)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.88–0.99)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.52–0.96)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.91–0.99)</td>
<td>0.94 (0.88-0.97)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These differences in principles and method are not trivial and can influence the definitions of symptoms and the cross-examination technique. The questions of the MINI-Plus are more checklist-like. It lacks the ability to communicate about the symptoms. In fact, taking a symptom history without a structured interview may take even longer. The aim was not to make the shortest interview, but a valid and reliable one.

**Mini-SCAN and MINI**

A justified question remains: why another diagnostic instrument? The existing diagnostic instruments with a comparable coverage of disorders are: CIDI, SCID, MINI-Plus and SCAN. The instruments vary in their scope, rater requirements, duration and output. The only other interview geared towards daily application is the MINI-Plus. Since it has the most in common with the mini-SCAN we will compare the two interviews. The MINI-Plus is comparable with the mini-SCAN in coverage of disorders, although differences exist. The method is different. The questions of the MINI-Plus are more checklist-like. It lacks the definitions of symptoms and the cross-examination technique. These differences in principles and method are not trivial and can lead to different results.25

The duration of administration is comparable (MINI-Plus: 15–60 min; mini-SCAN 15–90 min) although the mini-SCAN will on average take more time. This is partly because it covers more symptoms (e.g. psychotic symptoms) that are not necessarily required for classification but may have clinical significance, and partly because of the cross-examination. The MINI-Plus has lifetime and current diagnoses, the mini-SCAN only current diagnoses (although a representative episode can also be investigated). The mini-SCAN offers a full report of all data after administration.

**Which to choose: SCAN or mini-SCAN?**

The traditional SCAN user is now faced with another choice: SCAN or mini-SCAN. Both instruments rely on clinical cross-examination and clinical judgement and have a glossary of definitions. There are differences, however. First, the SCAN allows assessment of lifetime, representative episode and present state symptoms. Second, the SCAN allows for four severity ratings: absent (0), subclinical level (1), symptom level moderate (2), symptom level severe (3); the mini-SCAN only has two ratings: absent or subclinical level (0) or symptom level (1). Third, the SCAN has far more elaborate definitions of symptoms, more questions per symptom and a wider coverage of symptoms. Last, it has modules such as the clinical history schedule, making it possible to record earlier episodes and diagnoses. This may be particularly important in epidemiological studies.

For research purposes the SCAN is the first choice, particularly if earlier or lifetime pathology is assessed or if comparison with other studies using the SCAN is pursued. For clinical purposes the mini-SCAN might be the right choice, if an assessment of the present episode is required. For clinical studies where the present episode is the only focus of the interview, the mini-SCAN could be considered as well.

**Limitations and future direction**

The present study has some limitations. The most significant limitation is the number of interviews. This was a matter of workforce and time constraints. Therefore, as a second limitation, a limited number of disorders could be investigated, in order to retain enough observations per diagnostic class. The reported psychometric properties apply to the investigated disorders. However, since other diagnoses were operationalised in the same way, there is no reason to assume that the psychometric properties of the sections covering these diagnoses should deviate from the investigated ones. This is an avenue for further research.

Another limitation was that the mini-SCAN interviewers, though not officially SCAN trained, were to some degree familiar with the SCAN system and principles. Some of the mini-SCAN interviews may have benefited from this excess knowledge and experience, thus positively biasing validity of the mini-SCAN. This raises two issues. First, the validity found in this study may have been positively biased by this familiarity with the SCAN, although the principles of interviewing are identical (screening, cross-examination, probing). Second, it remains to be studied whether the 1-day training format used in this study is sufficient for SCAN-naive interviewers. More experience and research is needed to determine the optimum training format for users without familiarity with the SCAN.

The instrument was developed to allow clinicians to benefit from the merits of (semi-)structured interviews, retaining the SCAN system and principles. Several trainees on SCAN training courses have expressed the need for an instrument that preserves the principles of the SCAN and is practical at the same time. This instrument is now available.
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